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Abstract

Successful uplenentation of a curriculum depends in great part on agreement

between the developers and the teachers as to the priority of the objectives

of the unit. The present report analyzes this factor in an elementary science

unit on coloxs which was in the final stages of devel-pnent, with considerable

contact between the developers and the teachers. Although it was found that

the teachers were in relative agreement with the developers as to the priority

lev,q of over 3/4 of the objectives, a much lower level congruency ld be

expected in normal classroom use_ Also, both grofips tended to weight all

objectives highly, especially as compared to the ratings of outside evaluat

We conclude from this that too little emphasis was put upon the clear

lisliment of priorities In the devtlopnent of the curriculum itself, and that

the teachers need to realise the impoTtance of establishing priorities in

teaching objectives and to develop a none discerning approach in their own

perceptions of prioriti
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etirriculutn evelop-

curricuja Are still be

directed toward criti

0 years, the need for new curricula has been met by

a broad range of school subjects, and although new

developed and/or revised, large empha

examination of the implementation process

ricula (Pollan and ?o'er t, 1977). Given their enormous investment in the

development of new curricula, developers re concerned with what a

happens to their curricula in the classroom and where the reasc

or failure lie.

10 the U.S.,

funded new curricula

the effective reality of the new curricula in the schools, found a rather

gloomy picture a

Rested that slippage was between the development and

mplementati n stages, It might appear that h a slippage might be endemic

only to a decentralized education system l.the in the U.S., given the relative

autonomy njoyed by local districts and teachers it final decisions ffectiing

the actual mplementatio of curri nla. However, differences in the eoncep-

a wave o: .a

ucoess

le school reforms and federally

Goodlad and co- workers (1970), in a study of

sue ess manifested in the lassrooms and it was sug-

izatiot by different users' of the same curriculum have been reported for

ada. ich has a semi- centralized system (Herron 1971; Connelly, 1972).

larly, in a smaller -scale and highly centralized education system like

Israel's, one would enact to find relatively close agreement between the

stages of curriculum development, but here too, reports indicate significant

discrepancies between develop s, teacher-trainers, and teachers (Tamir and

Jungwirth, 1972) and between velopers ate teachers (Sabar and Kaplan, 1978).

These discTepatcies indicating that the intent of a curriculum, ived by

the developers, is not being` successfully transmitted to the inlementers at

the implementation stage.
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As a framework for studying curriculum implementation, a model has been

devised for collecting data and analyzing the various aspects of implenentat i on

(Klein et al,, 1976). This model proposes that any curricular factor can be

identified and charaotel.ized as a combination of one of nine educational

criteria (description, decision making, rationale, priorities, attitudes,.

appropriateness, comprehensiveness, individualization, and barriers and facil-

itators) and one of nine educational variables (goals and objectives, materials,

content, learning activities, strategies, evaluation, grouping, time, and space)

These educational criteria and variables form grids which are functional on

five levels or in five domains: the utopian !'id curriculum, the "formal"

curriculum as designed by developers, the "instructional" curriculum as per

ceived by the teacher, the "operational" curriculum as carried out in the class-

room, and lastly, the _xp enced" curriculum as processed by the students.

he d

present study, our purpose is to focus on one aspect of this

curricular process and study its transmission from one domain to another.

Specially, we focus on the interaction of priorities (an educational criterion)

and goals and objectives (an educational variable) as they are transmitted

from the formal curriculum level (the developers) the Instructional level

(the teachers). We chose to focus on this particular aspect of the curricular

SS on two accounts: pirst, with respect to the interrelation of priorities

and objectives, this appears o a critical underlying foundatiom for the

success of curricular efficacy. In Herron's (1971) study of Canadian curriculum

implementation, it Is suggested that the lack of identification in emphasis

and Importance tetwee. n developers and teachers one of the important rea=

sons that new curricula fail to achieve the ected change as set forth



in the objectives. Second, the transmission from developers to teachers

critical to the developers in that it is the part of the transmission pro-

cess over which they have the most control to effect the cornmunicatioi. of

objectives and priorities, their being relatively powerless to control the

actual performance of the teacher in the classroom. According to Evans,

in a report on eight studies of new science teaching curricula (1975), this

classroom performance is highly influenced by the teacher's own perception

of and attitude towards the rationale and objectives of.a particular currculum.

This transmission stage is also the point at which concerned teachers can be

most influenced as to the intended objectives and priorities of new programs.

Specifically, the present study focused on a new science teaching unit on

"colors" being developed at Tel-Aviv University by the NILI Project for individ-

ualized Instruction for first - and second-grade elementary school students.

The instructional strategy of the NILI Project is a partially individualized

one with acknowledgement to Piagetian concepts of development. Operationally,

the project accepts Tyler's (1949) concept of.curriculum, in which units are

developed around activities as a means for attaining objectives.

d and Procedure

objectivity and reliability, (following Stufflebeam, 1968), two outside

curriculum evaluators computed a list of the objectives of the new teaching

which included: 27 objectives defined in the teachers' guide, plus 11

more gleaned from an analysis of the specific activities incorporated. in the

unit. Because of a later lack of agreement by the evaluators as to the import-

ance of two of the objectives, the list was finalized at 36 (the two objectives

in question having been deleted).
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For purposes of a standard of reference, the evaluators then rated the

objectives as to their importance ( e., priority). This was done on a

4-point Scale from "of no importance." to "of little importance," "of moderate

importance," and finally, "of great importance." The evaluators based their

rating decisions on the number of activities related to each objective. This

rating procedure was adopted to give a fairly objective evaluation of priority

based on the stated emphasis placed by he development project itself on the

correlation between activities and goals and the fact that content validity of

the unit had already been checked,atthe developing stage through an early eval-

uation analysis by the project's evaluators to discover if activities actually

covered the stated objectives of the unit. Furthermore, it is our feeling that

this concrete interpretation of Bobbit's position that through activity analysis

one can discover the objectives of the curriculum (1924) is especially valid

at the elementary school level where activities are generally short and multi-

varied.

The study was designed as a one-shot type study as described by Campbell &

Stanley (1963). The list of 36 objectives of the unit was presented to the

two developers of the unit and to 15 teachers who were receiving in- service

training in the use of the new curriculum.

The developers were requested to state the degree of importance of each

objective as they perceived it during the development of the unit' the teachers

were asked to state the degree of importance for each item as perceived by

them on the basis of their acquaintance with the unit presented in their in-service

training. Both groups used the same 4-point scale as the evaluators, but with

no'reference to number of activities - these later ratings being more imp ess-

ionistic and hopefully therefore more a measure of the realistic priorities

transmitted.
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Our choice of teachers who were in such close contact with the developers

was predicted upon an assumption that this contact should provide fc r maximal

transmission of priorities and objectives, i.e., that if the communication pro-

cess from developers to teachers is to be successful in any situation, it should

be in this one.

Results and Discussion
=

41111111111111illimilitO An examination of the discrepancies be e ratings

of the three, groups yields the data shown in Table 1. Of concern to us at this

point is the amount of agreement shown between the developers and teachers:

They are in full agreement on 1/3 of the objectives,, without having any major

disagreement. Thus we note that the teachers were in relative agreement with

the developers on over 3/4 of the objectives, This would appear to concur with

Jungwirthts (1975) findings in a study of Israeli teachers' perceptions at a

similar stage of curriculum development and attributed their high congruency

with the developers to a Hawthorne effect, Still, one might have expected a

tighter fit, given that when teachers leave this stage of close personal contact

with the developers and the maximal influence which is afforded during in-service

training, and return to their isolated classrooms, the slippage will increase,

However, if we look at the evaluators! original ratings in comparison to the

ratings of the teachers and the developers, a much greater discrepancy is eviden-

ced. There were moderate plus major disagreements with 63,9% of the teachers!

ratings and 47.2% of the developerst ratings.

These much higher discrepancies can be account for in the firsttwo ways:

and most obvious one being to question the rating system used by the evaluator

a criticism which we cannot refute other than by reiterating our belief in its



validity, especially in this instance, given the projects espousal of it in

principle. We must therefore question the clarity of the developers in the

manifestation of their perceived priorities; that is, the translation of

envisaged priorities into a real and detailed learning program that has to

be effected by more than impressionistic feelings of the intended priorities.

Moreover, whatever the possible deficiencies of the rating system used in

this study, another consideration can, we feel, provide additional info tion

toward a possible explanation. For this, let us look at the comparative levels

of the three groups' ratings,

First we should note that the evaluators had the lowest mean ratings (2,14)

followed by the developers (3.14 4- 0.57) and finally the teachers, with a very

high average rating (3,89 0.11), This teacherst rating with its low variance

reflects both a high internal agreement about 80% -32 out of 36 objectives within

their group and the fact that the majority of the teachers rated nearly 90% of

the objectives as "of great importance" and the rest as "of (at least) moderate

importance" (see table 2), At the same time, the developers rated about 39% of

the objectives as very important and an additional 39% were rated as relatively

important. The evaluators were in fact the only group who rated any objectives

as having no importance (38,9%) and the others were distributed over the other

three degree_

This data would indicate that the teachers almost uniformly viewed most

objectives as very important, suggesting that they were unat.e to really rank

the objectives with any substantial priority. This lack f discrimination be-

comes critical in the classroom, where faced with p,lssures of limited time, the

teacher must make selective decisions on which activities to stress, delete, etc.

Othe ise, as is often the case, at the end of the time alloted to the unit, the

9
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teacher realizes that important objectives have to be skipped just because

they appear later in the sequence, However, it is not clear precisely to what

extent this lack of priority ranking on the part of the teachers results from

their own inability to discern priorities or from a faulty communication of

priorities on the part of the developers and the curriculum Itself. Although

both undoubtedly play a part, the relatively high mean ratings given by the

developers would also suggest a lack of clarity as the developers' sense of

priority itself. Although it might be argued that this can be accounted for

by the fact that for an objective to be included in a curriculum at all, it

must be important, because of the practical problems faced by the teachers in

implementing a curriculum, not only must the objectives be clearly identified,

but the relative priority ofeach objective to one another has to be made

apparent by the developers - a condition not fostered by the developers if

they weight the majority of objectives all with high priority.

Although this study demonstrated that some slippage occurred in the trans-

mission of objectives and priorities from developers to teachers, the relative

small average slippage 0,88 gable 3) should be taken with caution given the

select group of (in-service) teachers and the moot issue of how to best both

implement and rate the system of priorities. However, other than the need for

further clarification on this last point, several important practical implications

emerge from the study;

1) Developers must realize that in addition to drawing up the usual

list of objectives, it is equally important to develop a priorit

ranking among these objectives,
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Both developers and evaluators must be concerned in their analyses of

unit objectives and priorities, that both of these features are effec-

tively handled in the curriculum and that both are made apparent to

the teacher Nnd as rash (1972) has suggested, it is critical that

such an ongoing analysis hould concern developers and evaluators from

the earliest stages of curriculum development.

Teachers need to be more critical in their perceptions of priorities so

that they do in fact extract a workable system of differential priorities

and can manipulate their classroom time more effectively.

Given the abundance of elementary science curricula now available, and the

increasing difficulty teachers face in selecting effectively from this

wealth of instructional material teachers should be concerned with find-

ing curricula where both the objectives and their priorities are clearly

indicated and fit the teachers' perceptions as to the needs of their

students.



Table 1

Comparative Discrepancies in Ratings of 36 Objectives

by the 3 groups

Groups Compared PU11

Agreement

Small
Discrepancy

(.1)

Moderate
Discrepancy

(.2)

Main
Discrepancy

(-743)

Teacher Developers 12 (33,3 %) 16 (44.4%) 8 (22.2%) 0

Teachers/Evaluators 7 (19,4) 6 (16,6) 12 (33.5) 11(30.5)

Developers/Evaluators S (13.9) 14 (38.9) 15 (12.7) 2 (4.5)

Table 2

Distribution of Ratings for the 3 Groups

Developers Evaluators

4 - Great importance 14 (38,9 %) 7 (19.9%)

3 - Moderate importance 4 (11,1) 14 (38.9) 4 (11.1)

2 - Little importance 0 8 (22.2) 11 (30.6)

1 - No importance 0 0 14 (38.9)

-Teache valuato

Table 3

Average of Discrepancies

Teachers-Devel eTs Evaluators 7Deve o e

1.75 0.88 1.38
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